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FOREWORD
The mayor, city council, and planning commission of Haskell are keenly aware of growth
and change that has occurred in the city and area since the original publication of this plan
document in 1980, and the update in 1997. Based on that awareness, they have requested
assistance from Metroplan to revise and update their plan and regulatory measures. In the
interest of the economy of effort and time, the original plan document and map will be used
to reflect those aspects of the plan that will be changed.
The most prominent aspect of change has been the addition of the public sanitary
sewerage system. Other change factors include: 1) the annexation of territory including the
Arkansas Health Center; 2) improved water supply; 3) growth in industrial employment; and
4) an increase in the residential housing stock and the resultant population increase.
The 1980 and 1997 plan stated that Haskell had a low density, predominately residential,
pattern of development. Even though growth in the housing stock has occurred, the statement concerning low density residential is just as true in 2009. The trend of large lot area, set
by the lack of sewerage collection and treatment in the past and, as previously stated, “the
desire of resident to own and occupy larger tracts of land” prevails today. However, offering a wide variety of housing types will create opportunities for infill and reduce the cost of
development. A land use survey conducted in February 2009 reveals a shift in housing types
from past decades. It is estimated that about 60 percent of the housing is site built and about
40 percent is manufactured or mobile homes.
The foregoing paragraphs have cited some changes that have occurred in Haskell since
1980. The following paragraphs, printed in italics, are from the foreword of the 1980 plan
document. With the exception that sewage treatment has been added, the remainder of
the 1980 foreword is as applicable today as it was then.
The continued low density pattern of development has certain fiscal implications for the management provided by the city government.  There is a
diseconomy of scale in having the maintenance responsibility for a street system,
a sewage system, and a water system that is supported by so few people and
spread over a wide area.  In terms of households served per street mile, the ratio
in Haskell is extremely low compared to more urban places.  This means that
the State turnback, based on population, to the city for the Street Fund is low
compared to the number of miles of streets and drainage ditches which need
to be improved and maintained.  It would be advantageous from a fiscal management standpoint to attain the necessary public utility capability to support
more compact development consisting of more dwelling units per acre.  With
the attainment of public sewer and sufficient water the city could encourage
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redevelopment of vacant land within the city, and therefore, increase settlement density.
There may well be shortage of land in Haskell that is for sale to support growth
and change.   The large lot development, the desire by land owners to retain
acreage for personal reasons, the encumbered roadway frontage, the presence
of interior “land locked” vacant land, and the absence of a public sewerage
system and limitations on water supply all pose problems for increasing the density
of development in Haskell.
Haskell has a larger job base than most communities of its population size.
However, it is estimated that in 2009 almost 90 percent of Haskell residents commute to jobs outside of Haskell. Most of the people working Haskell live elsewhere
in Saline County.
Based on the comparatively large workforce, acknowledged in the Haskell
Planning Studies Report, commuting to the Haskell area and based on the high
cost of fuel and transportation in general, there may well be a strong market for
variety of housing accommodations in Haskell.  A variety in housing types, including multi-family housing, is a positive way of creating a greater settlement density.
In many ways Haskell has the characteristics of the ideal for an American community.
People reside in quiet, low density, neighborhoods and a majority own their own house with
a private yard. There are other desirable elements as well. There is a school of all grades
in the city with convience and safety for the resident and area children, city hall and other
institutional buildings are centrally located, and there is an abundance of open space within
and surrounding the city. Services such as a city park, police and fire protection, water, sewer,
and garbage disposal are provided by the city and are economical and sufficient.
The city seems poised for continued growth. Plans and preparations are being made
by development interests to meet that market. New commercial interests near Interstate
Highway 30 may utilize improved local sewer and water service which would result in
even more new housing development, particularly in the northern sector of the city and
planning area.
Future new housing units and potentially increased population may well generate a
market for added retail commercial establishments and the need for services as banking,
professional services and medical facilities. These latter elements mentioned need to be
carefully located in order to protect the characteristics that Haskell possesses that contribute
to its being an ideal American community.
There are distractions, both existing and with high potential for occurrence as growth
and change takes place. An existing distraction of paramount importance is that Haskell
is arranged, physically, in such a way that it is sprawl development. Sprawl requires the use
of a private vehicle to move from one part of Haskell to another; that’s within the city. The
problem of private vehicle use is compounded in that most shopping and all medical, professional, banking, postal and entertainment needs must be obtained by Haskell residents in
2
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other cities. That these urban services are not available in Haskell is not the fault of the city
administration or the residents. It is more of function of population size plus the availability of
urban services in nearby Benton. As the population of Haskell increases, the local market for
urban services will also increase.
The dependence on the private vehicle by local residents for tripmaking not only increases
traffic on local streets but also dictates that State Highway 229 will carry extraordinarily high
levels of traffic. This fact of dependence by Haskell on the highway for an outlet to outside
service and commerce places an obligation on the city and the Arkansas Highway and
Transportation Department (AHTD) to protect the traffic moving capability of the highway in
its present condition and to improve it over time as conditions warrant.,
In a preceding paragraph the term “sprawl development” was used to describe Haskell.
Sprawl refers to the developed pattern of the area which is sparsely spread over a north to
south distance of about 3 miles and an east to west width of 1 – 1/2 miles. Within this rectangular area, Haskell is divided into three distinct “neighborhoods.”
The separation of neighborhood or development areas is caused by the flooding potential along local streams and the more permanent wetlands. The following schematic drawing
identifies the neighborhoods and the areas affected by streams and wetlands.
The physical pattern of Haskell created the potential for a neo-traditional neighborhood
plan. The neo-traditional concept is rooted in a fundamental rejection of the continuation of
the sprawl pattern of development and the concordant rejection of a continued separation
of commercial and residential development. In particular, it rejects the idea of strip commercial along highway frontage and low density residential subdivisions.
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LAND USE PLAN
This plan advocates the future development of Haskell so that it adds the beneficial
aspects of the neo-traditional neighborhood development to its existing and basic pattern.
The long range plan for Haskell will allow people home ownership and a private yard, that
are located within a short commute of places of employment, shopping and public facilities, thus allowing more leisure time, and that provide the ability to talk and interact with their
neighbors and the community.

Neighborhood Centers
The neo-traditional planning system for neighborhoods is designed to serve pedestrian
centers, i.e., areas defined by about a 5 minute walking distance or 1,500 feet from their periphery to their center. Each of the three distinct neighborhood area of Haskell would develop
a center within walking distance of the surrounding residential development.
The centers should contain features calculated to encourage visiting among neighbors.
The center might include a church with planned daytime activities or public open space with
park features. Child care centers and facilities for the elderly might also logically be located
in the center. Each center will probably be different but each should have the character of
a center for the attraction of the neighborhood residents.
The centers should promote public/institutional development. Small lot residential and
multi- family of controlled scale would be permitted in close proximity to and within the neighborhood center. The density of residential development would lessen toward the periphery
of the neighborhood.
A development practice to avoid in the centers is the construction of cul-de-sac streets
which create a traffic situation of one way in and one way out.
Streets in a neighborhood should produce a grid or modified grid system to lessen the
impact of traffic on any one street, to provide choice in routing, to create a more compact
development pattern and to avoid the excessive encumbrance of open space which prevails
in large lot and acreage development.
A system of sidewalks should be in place to make pedestrian travel practical and safe.
The sidewalk system of each neighborhood in Haskell should provide at least one connection
to the Haskell Town Center.

Grid

Modified Grid
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Town Center
The Town Center is the area that includes city hall, police and maintenance center, the
fire station, the school campus and part of the connection to neighborhoods provided by
State Highway 229. The most prominent aspect of the Haskell Town Center concerning its
future development astride Highway 229 will be “access management.”
Access management is defined as “a process that provides or manages access to land
development which simultaneously preserves the flow of traffic on the surrounding road system
in terms of safety, capacity and speed.”
As Haskell grows it will be difficult to get equal high value from each parcel of land. For
example, property that does not abut a public street or highway is referred to as “landlocked.”
The value of the landlocked property is usually much lower than property with direct access
to a public road or street. Strip development along public street frontage where each business or other use has its own driveway, one way in and one way out, not only landlocks a
continuous strip of backside property but also frequently locks up traffic movement, blocks
entrances and creates accident prone incidences.

Community Goals
Based on opinions and aspirations expressed at a joint meeting of the planning commission and the city council a set of community goals were formulated as a basis for the
revision of the Haskell plan. These goals promote a sense of community by encouraging the
development of the city in more concise, compact development pattern. The Land Use
Plan Map identifies a town center, and identifies flood plain areas along local streams which
will be protected from the encroachment of urban development. This plan document and
map and the resultant regulation measures (Zoning and Subdivision Regulations) will address
ways to accomplish the following stated goals:
1. To provide the residents their accustomed small-area peaceful environment. To
preserve the atmosphere of close-knit community in which neighbors know and trust
one another, where a low crime rate exists and where one feels safe when children
play together in recreational areas of the city.
2. To place a high priority on providing
standard high type streets, street
lights, and the improvement in appearance and function of public
building and grounds. Residents
desire more park acreage, hiking trails, sidewalks, bikeways and
streetside landscaping.
3. To recognize the neighborhood
development pattern of Haskell
and that these neighborhood areas
have many of the desired charac6

When the traffic is light, residents can walk safely
on the edge of the road.
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teristics of neo-traditional neighborhoods. New developments should increase the
density of development, and offer a mix of commercial, residential and public uses in
the neighborhood centers.
4. To expand and enhance the town center of Haskell based on the location of the
school campus and city hall. The town center will develop an “off highway” modified grid street system to afford the location of retail shopping, banking, professional
offices and housing, all at a scale for the use of residents, both city-wide and from
the surrounding rural area.
5. To link residential areas to neighborhood centers and to link the neighborhood centers to the town center with a system of sidewalks and bikeways.
6. To protect the quality of neighborhoods by maintaining and enhancing their open space
and parks; and encourage the retention of the floodplain as a natural drainage way.

Residential Objectives
New residential developments should include elemental designs that promote pedestrian
usage, geared toward a human scale (more closely spaced) and in more intimate association with the neighborhood centers so people
can participate in a variety of activities, i.e.,
social, and recreational.
The neighborhood is defined by the
number of housing units and walking distance to the center area. A majority of residents should be within an approximate 15
minutes walking distance from the neighborhood center. The pattern of development Higher traffic volumes require sidewalks for
within neighborhood areas should experi- pedestrian safety.
ence “in-fill development” as well as provide
new subdivisions, i.e., new street pattern to promote more compactness, and with housing
architectural designs that characterize and complement the neighborhood.
A wide variety of housing should be developed throughout Haskell with special attention
given to incorporating multi-family (four to six unit townhouses) in the design of the central
core of neighborhoods and in and around the town center.
Manufactured homes should be allowed in many of the residential zoning districts to provide
an affordable housing alternative. Design standards should ensure that these homes are
compatible with the neighborhood and surrounding site built homes.

Commercial Areas
Commercial areas on the plan map are not commercial areas in the sense that they
are, discreet, separate areas of pure commercial activity. Rather, retail commercial is recommended activity to flesh out and make the town center a place of convenience for those
who reside in and around the City of Haskell.
Comprehensive Development Plan
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The town center area is expected to accommodate larger scale retail and service commercial as well as offices, banks, public buildings and the like. All these town center activities
are aimed at an areawide market (more than just Haskell).
The commercial and companion uses of the town centers are intended for development as an in-depth, central core and not as linear, strip development. Strip commercial
development is strongly discouraged.
Building set-backs are encouraged to be
closer to streets so that parking may be placed
to the rear or side on the lot. Parking lots are encouraged to be connected between businesses
and to include landscaping with a mix of trees,
shrubs, flowers and landscape features such as
earthenmounds, terraces and screening in their
design.

Industrial Area
The industry in Haskell is located in the northeast part of the city with access provided by
Vulcan Road. Rineco is the major new addition since 1980. The company grounds occupy
at least the northeast quarter of Section 32. The area formely occupied by Wabash Alloy,
the casting plant, the cross tie plant/wood treatment facility and Rineco will continue to be
shown as industrial on the long-range plan. No additional areas are anticipated to be classified as industrial on the plan map.

Institutional Area
The State Hospital/ Department of Corrections, Work Release Center has been annexed
by the City of Haskell since this 1980 plan. The land under State of Arkansas ownership will
be largely regulated by the State for usage. Under the terms of “referral” cited in Arkansas
Statute, Act 186 of 1957, as amended, the State will inform the city of any intended development change. In the event all or part of the facility would become privately held, then its
use and function would be subject to the provisions of Haskell planning regulation.
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MASTER STREET PLAN
The Master Street Plan of Haskell, Arkansas is composed of two parts, this textual material and the plan map entitled, “Comprehensive Development Plan, Haskell, Arkansas”. The
plan establishes the functional classification of all highways, streets and roads within Haskell’s
planning area. These classifications are symbolized on the plan map. The plan sets for the
minimum right-of –way requirement and design criteria for each of the functional classifications.
The design criteria herein established will be implemented by provisions of the “Subdivision
Regulation Ordinance” of the City, the policies of the Arkansas Highway and Transportation
Department (AHTD) and the policies of Saline County. The plan is the official guide of the
Haskell Planning Commission and City Council in making decisions relative to land development proposals and street improvements.

Responsibility and Authority
The Haskell City Council has created a Planning Commission with appointment and terms
of members provided by city ordinance. The Planning Commision has selected its officers,
established its meeting dates, adopted rules and regulations and by-laws for the discharge
of its duties and the transaction of business, all according to Act 186 of 1957, as amended.
Further, the Act states:
“The general purpose of the Planning Commission is to prepare of have prepared a plan or plans of the municipality, to receive and make recommendations
of public and private proposals a for development, to prepare and administer planning regulations, to prepare and transmit to the legislative body recommended
ordinances implementing plans, and to advise and counsel the city government
and other public bodies…
The Planning Commission may prepare and adopt a master street plan which
shall designate the general location, characteristics, and functions of street and
highways. The Plan shall include the general locations of streets and highways to
be reserved for future public acquisition; it may provide for the removal, relocation,
widening, narrowing, vacating, abandonment, and change of use or extension
of public ways.”

General Goals and Policies
It is a goal of the City of Haskell to have streets constructed with emphasis on the quality
of travel they provide rather than the number of vehicles per day a roadway can accommodate. For example, a more dense pattern of grid or modified grid streets is planned rather
than sparse pattern of multi-lane streets. Also, alternative modes of travel such as pedestrian
movement, bicycle travel and transit usage will be encouraged as means to reduce the
number of required vehicle trips per day and the current level of auto dependency. Level
of service will be considered but not at the expense of pedestrian movement and safety.
The community transportation network would be fashioned so that residents can travel safely
by a variety of means and in no more than fifteen minutes reach a neighborhood center
by walking.
10
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Specific Transportation Policies
Following are the policies which will guide the future development of transportation
facilities for the City of Haskell:
Policy 1: To require sidewalks on at least one side of streets which connect with the town
center.
Policy 2: To require the development of new streets in a grid or modified grid network and
to encourage the construction of new two-lane roads connecting arterials as an
alternative to widening existing roads.
Policy 3: To disallow the approval of subdivisions with only one entrance/exit.
Policy 4: To discourage the construction of cul-de-sacs in new developments and to allow
them only when physical constraints make them the only alternative to no-build.
Policy 5: To allow on-street parking on specified streets in the neighborhood and town centers
and to encourage the development of parking lots to the rear of establishments
whenever possible.
Policy 6: To require pedestrian scale lighting(limited height) on all streets, at least at the street
corners and to coordinate the height of signage with tree and lighting heights.
The appropriateness of advertising signage shall be determined by the area, i.e,
neighborhood centers or town center. Further, the city of Haskell shall encourage
the placement of benches and trash receptacles along streets in the centers at
appropriate locations.
Policy 7: To allow the construction of alleyways in subdivisions and to encourage the placement of utilities behind structures and underground. Alleys are particularly needed
in blocks with lots that face onto Highway 229. The alleys could prevent the need
for residential driveway access to Highway 229 or Vulcan Road.
Policy 8: To disapprove of development along collector or arterial streets that results in strip
development with each enterprise served by individual driveway access to the
street. In no event shall driveways be arranged to permit vehicles to back on to
arterial streets.
Policy 9: To require all buildings to front on a public street. Exceptions may be made for
multiple- building complexes located in the town center.
Policy 10: To coordinate with the AHTD in the development of access management plans for
state Highway 229 and US 67. The purpose of access management is to achieve
a safe and efficient flow of traffic along a roadway while preserving reasonable
access to abutting properties. Successful access management protects and enhances property values while preserving the public investment in roads.

Comprehensive Development Plan
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Pedestrian Mobility Policies
For a large segment of the community, walking or biking would be the preferred mode of
transportation. The elderly many times prefer to walk because they do not feel comfortable
driving or are unable to drive due to health limitations. Young people, not yet old enough to
drive, walk or ride their bikes from place to place even if sidewalks are not provided. People
walk and exercise because it is healthy and enjoyable. Residents should feel that it is equally
convenient to walk, jog or ride a bike as it is to drive short distances.
In the interest of promoting modes of transportation other than the automobile, the
City of Haskell desires to place more emphasis on non-motorized forms of transportation. By
developing facilities for pedestrian and recreational use, the City would like for streets to be
used equally by automobiles and pedestrians. Residential and commercial developments will
be constructed in a manner which encourages safe, convenient pedestrian and recreational
mobility.
Policy 1: To construct, or cause to be constructed, sidewalks and bicycle paths in a comprehensive network which is complementary and supplemental to the street network.
Policy 2: To encourage pedestrian mobility by allowing on-street parking around neighborhood centers.
Policy 3: To encourage the connection of pedestrian paths, bicycle routes and sidewalks
between new and existing developments.
Policy 4: To adopt design criteria for pedestrian and bicycle routes along arterial streets
including landscaping and lighting standards.

Parking Space Policies
Surface parking is a necessity which can have a positive or negative affect on the appearance of a community. The location and character of parking spaces on streets and
surface lots should be considered in the planning of a development from its inception. Surface
parking should be attractive, convenient, and thus more inviting, for potential users. The City
will discourage the development of parking lots which lack vegetative landscaping features,
are too large for the development they are serving, lots with unpaved, unmarked surfaces
and ones which are poorly located.
Policy 1: To allow rear yard parking and on-street parking on specified streets in residential
areas and in neighborhood centers.
Policy 2: To contain the size of lots and to establish a minimum number of handicapped
parking stalls required on a single surface parking lot.
Policy 3: To require that parking lots be placed in the rear and to the side of commercial
developments wherever possible. Parking lots which are placed in front of structures must be shielded from the view of travelers by planting landscape vegetative
screens or constructing earthen berms or combinations of the two between streets
and the parking spaces.
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Implementation of the Plan
Following adoption and filing of the Master Street Plan, the Planning Commission may
transmit to the City Council such ordinances and regulations as are deemed necessary to
carry out or protect the intent of the Master Street plan or parts thereof.
The plan is compiled within the scope of the specific planning objectives set forth below:
a.

To functionally classify the street network in accordance with the nomenclature
used by the Central Arkansas Regional Transportation Study.

b.

To functionally classify the street network both within the City and within the
extraterritorial planning boundary.

c.

To coordinate street construction in the Haskell Planning Area with the current
Master Street Plan for Saline County, Arkansas.

d.

To recommend standards and to guide street and roadway improvement and
new construction.

1.

Functional Classification
Functional classification is the process by which streets and highways are grouped into
classes, or systems, according to the character of service they are intended to provide.
The map on the following page shows the roadway classification adopted by Metroplan.

2.

City and Planning Area Functional Classification
The foregoing roadways identified on the METRO 2030 Plan are adopted for use
by Haskell and are shown on the Master Street Plan map. In addition, other streets are
identified as Class V Collector streets by the City. It is expected that the ones on existing right-of-way will be improved in the future by developers, the City, or by joint City/
developer cooperation. Other collectors shown on new location will be installed by
developers if or when the area is proposed for development.

3.

Cooperation with Saline County
Streets in the Planning area outside corporate limits, will be developed at or better
than the specifications acceptable to Saline County. The roads and streets proposed
for development in Haskell‘s planning area are subject to approval as to lay-out and
function by the Haskell Planning Commission. However, once approved by the Planning Commission, it is the authority of Saline County to receive or reject the roadway
for public dedication and to perform the long-range maintenance.

4.

Standards and Location Class VI Streets
The local streets of the City and planning area, Class VI, that would represent additions to the existing street system are not shown on the Master Street Plan. The city
sets the standards for their development and approves or disapproves their location.
In order to promote a more walkable Town Center, new develoment in this area should
create a grid system similar to the Town Center Conceptual Road Grid map. It is left to
the developer of property to propose their location and to finance the construction.

Comprehensive Development Plan
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Roadway Cross Sections
Freeways are divided, fully access-controlled facilities, while expressways are divided,
partially controlled facilities with access available at minor arterials or higher functionally classified roadways.

CLASS I
Interstate

*Inside shoulder increases to 10’ (3) width with Jersey type barrier
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CLASS IV
Arterial - Divided, No Bike Lanes

Italic type indicates metric measurement in meters (measurements may not add up to totals due to rounding)

Arterials provide network connections within and through the urban area. These facilities typically provide a greater amount of access to adjoining land as compared to principal
arterials. As in the case with principal arterials, the further use of center turn lanes is limited
only to areas where continuous commercial development now exist. The recommended
minimum right-of -way width for minor arterials is 90 feet (without bike lanes) and 100 feet
(with bike lanes), which allows two (2) main travel lanes in each direction. The increased
right-of-way width is reflective of a Class II bike lane and would only be necessary along the
section of the minor arterial where the bike lane actually travels.

Comprehensive Development Plan
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CLASS V
Collector - Two Travel Lanes
Parking on One Side, With Bike Lanes

Italic type indicates metric measurement in meters (measurements may not add up to totals due to rounding)

Collector roadways connect local traffic with the arterial roadway network and provide
easy access to adjoining land. The recommended minimum right-of -way width for collectors
is sixty (60) feet, which allows two, ten (10) foot travel lanes and seven (7) foot parking lanes on
one or both sides. Collectors can accommodate both Class II and Class III bike lanes within
the recommended right-of-way.

18
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Local Streets
Streets in the Neighborhood, Class VI Streets
The local Class VI streets create the basic form of the City of Haskell. The class of street
must be considered foremost in development plans for neighborhoods and in neighborhood/
town centers. The local streets will influence pedestrian and vehicular movement in a positive
way to achieve stated transportation policies of Haskell. (See page 10 of this document.)
Streets should function as a network to provide order and legibility.
In the City of Haskell, most streets form a network of interconnected streets and is the
type advocated by the goals and policies reflected in this plan document. This network of
interconnected streets has the advantage of providing more choices by motorists and pedestrians about which street to travel. (See “Livable Community Street Network” in the following illustration). This type of street network results in fewer cars on any one street which in
turn makes pedestrian and bicycle travel safer and more inviting. The second street network
shown in the illustration is the type pattern that has led to automobile dependency, and one
which creates uneconomical urban sprawl.
As can be seen in the below, “Conventional Sprawl Road Layout,” businesses represented
by the rectangles all have dead-end driveway access to an arterial street. The result is that
automobiles must maneuver in and out of these businesses, always returning to the arterial
street. There is no opportunity for a shopper to go from one business to the other without
returning to the arterial street. This maneuvering on and off and the arterial street by local
traffic is clearly in conflict with the principal function of the arterial street which is to move
intra-city traffic

Livable Community Street Network

Comprehensive Development Plan
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CLASS VI
TYPE 1
The Alley/Lane: The Lowest Order of Streets
20 foot right-of-way				
3 foot build - to line				
15 mph
The alley is the backbone of a block, a semipublic neighborhood space. The alley provides access to the rear of the property and
eliminates the need for front yard driveways.
The alley provides the opportunity for a more
positive front yard streetscape. It can decrease the cost of the lot through the opportunity for narrower lots. Utility easements are
easily accommodated in the alley. A three
foot build-line is recommended. Alley lighting
would be provided at intersections and by
fixtures attached to garages.

20

Adjacent Land Uses
Garages
Parking Lots
Accessory units above garages
Accessory residential units
Story Height
1 to 2 stories
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CLASS VI
TYPE 2
The Narrow Residential One - Way Street,
Parking on One Side				
38 foot right-of-way				
10 to 15 foot build-to line			
15 -20 mph
							
This residential street accommodates a small
number of vehicular trips, 200 to 1,000 ADT.
Pavement width varies from sixteen to twenty
feet. Parallel parking is allowed on one side.
Each unit has vehicular access from an alley.
Bicycle riding is safe and easy on this type
of road. Street lighting should be scaled to
pedestrians and located primarily at intersections. Porch or gate lights are recommended
adjacent to the sidewalk. Electric, telephone,
and cable television line are located in this
easement. Water, sewer, and gas lines, and
storm drains are located in the street.

Comprehensive Development Plan

Adjacent Land Uses
Small lot single family
Duplex units
Townhouses
Multi - family
Story Height
2 to 2 1/2 stories
Entrances
Finished floor 2 to 4 feet above sidewalk
grade.
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CLASS VI
TYPE 3
The Narrow Two - Way Residential Street,		
Parking on One Side				
50 foot right- of - way 				
10 to 15 foot build -to line			
15 -20 mph					
		
This residential street will accommodate a
small number of vehicular trips ranging from
500 to 1,800 ADT. Pavement width ranges from
20 to 27 feet. Parallel parking is provided on
one side. Each unit has vehicular access from
an alley. Bicycle‘ riding is safe and easy on
this type of road.
Street lighting should be
located in the parkway and be pedestrian
scaled. Fences or hedges should be set back
three to four feet from the sidewalk. A three
foot utility easement can be located adjacent
to the sidewalk. A three foot utility easement
can be located adjacent to the sidewalk, if it
is not provided in the rear alley. Electric, telephone, and cable television lines are located
in this easement. Water, sewer, and gas lines,
and storm drains are located in the street.
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Adjacent Land Uses
Small and medium width lot single family
Duplex units
Townhouses
Multi - family
Large lot singe family with large setbacks
Story Height
2 to 3 stories
Entrance
Finished floor 2 to 4 feet above sidewalk
grade.
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CLASS VI
TYPE 4
The Two -Way Residential Street, With		
Parking on Both Sides				
60 foot right-of-way				
15 foot build-to line
20 - 25 mph
				
This residential street will accommodate a
moderate number of vehicular trips ranging from 500 to 3,000 ADT. Pavement width
ranges from 30 to 36 feet. Parallel parking is
provided on both sides. Each unit can have
vehicular access from a driveway or an alley.
Bicycle riding is more difficult on this type of
road. Street lighting should be located in the
parkway and be pedestrian scaled. Fences or
hedges should be set back three to four feet
from a five foot sidewalk. A three foot cable
utility easement can be located adjacent to
the sidewalk, if it is not provided in the rear
alley. Water, sewer, and gas lines, as well as
storm drains are located in the street.
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Adjacent Land Uses
Small, medium and large lot single family
Duplex units
Townhouses
Multi - family
Homes offices
Story Height
2 - 3 stories
Entrance
Finished floor 2 to 4 feet above finished grade.
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CLASS VI
TYPE 5
Main Street: The Commercial/ Mixed - Use
Street, Parking on Two Sides			
64 foot right-of-way				
34 to 36 feet of pavement			
0 - 4 foot build-to line
				
This commercial/mixed-use street accommodates a moderate number of vehicular
trips, from 2,500 to 6,000 ADT. Pavement width
ranges from 34 to 36 feet. Parallel parking is
provided on both sides. There should be a
continuous building frontage with small pedestrian paths between building that lead to
rearparking lots. Vehicular access to parking is from an alley. A minimum of fifteen
foot wide sidewalk must be provided which
includes space for street lighting and street
trees. Commercial buildings can be set back
an additional four feet if an outdoor display
or café is anticipated. All utility easements
are located to the rear of the building in the
parking lot or alley.
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Adjacent Land Uses
Community Commercial - Offices or Retail
(of limited footprint)
Mixed -use
(retail on ground offices or housing above)
Story Height
2 - 3 stories
Entrance
On grade level with the sidewalk.
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Right-of-Way Requirement
Modification and Development Standards
1.

Generally the developer of private property will not be required to furnish additional
right-of-way or paving width when the development proposal impacts highways that
are in either the Federal or Sate system. When the development will cause impact on
City and County streets and roads, even though the streets and roads may be Principal
or Minor Arterial Streets or Major or Minor collector Streets, the developer will be required
to participate in the improvement of such streets and roads. The extent of participation in the improvement depends upon the amount of improvement needed to bring
the street in question up to the standard called for in this, the Haskell Master Street Plan.
The City may assist in the negotiation of an agreement between a current developer
and any additional, even future, developers to create equity in improvement costs.

2.

The details of street development standards concerning: (a) paving type; (b) soil compaction; (c) thickness of sub bases and materials ; (d) drainage requirements and other
standards are contained in the Subdivision Regulation Ordinance of the City of Haskell.
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